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I’m an innovative software engineer with more than 5 years of experience managing all aspects
of the development process for small to medium-sized companies. I’m a fast learner and want
to work with a company that values my technical expertise. I know I have the skills to manage
complicated projects and I'd like to do that for your company. Most of my experience has been in
web application development PHP, SQL, JavasScript including frameworks, and also have some
mobile application development experience in ionic and react native. Knowledge and experience
in CRM, HRMS, CMS, CDS, Real-state, and LMS technology domain with products that are datadriven with their analytics.
Experience in Angular js, Angular 8, Node.js to implement backend services, latest frontend technologies, Writing JavaScript, CSS, and HTML.
Experience in databases like Mongo DB, NoSQL.
Good knowledge of building REST APIs and handling Rest API Frameworks; experience
with asynchronous programming
Experience in designing, building & supporting complex MEAN stack web applications for
large consumer-focused websites.
Extensive experience in design, analysis, development, Version Control, and Production
Support of full life cycle or SDLC experience, multi-tier, database, and script-based in
web-based & mobile applications.
Worked MVC, design patterns, Object-oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD), Web 2.0,
SSH, and GIT.
experience in ﬁxing bugs and deliver the best experience to customers.
Strong design, development, and estimation skills in PHP 4 & 5 with a very good hold on
Object-Oriented Programming, SDLC concepts, UI Development, MYSQL.
Extensive knowledge in developing web pages quickly and effectively using HTML 5, CSS3,
JavaScript, and JQUERY and also experience in making web page cross-browser
compatible.
Strong front-end development skills in CSS, HTML, DHTML, JavaScript, Ajax, JSON,
Bootstrap, Angular JS, CSS, XML, Responsive.
Experience in Applications using AJAX, Object-Oriented JavaScript, JSON, JSONP, and
XML and MVC Architecture and also have experience in using version control (SVN).
Experience in development of Web Applications in MEAN stack which includes knowledge
of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Bootstrap, AngularJS, NodeJS, MongoDB.
Expert in working with cutting edge front-end technologies/ framework and libraries like
jQuery, Prototype, (X)HTML, DHTML, OO JavaScript, JSON, DOM, CSS, XML/XSLT, AJAX.
Extensive experience in various UI widgets using JavaScript libraries (jQuery) and
developing Rich Internet Applications RIA.
Experience in debugging using chrome developer tools and ﬁrebug.
Skilled at analyzing and solving browser compatibility challenges and possesses the
ability to maintain consistency and well-commented HTML and CSS markup.
Experience with new features of Html5 such as semantic elements, audio, and video
elements.
Well experienced in developing multi-tenant applications using the latest technologies
and frameworks such as HTML5, CSS3, Angular (1.x), Bootstrap, REST Web API, Node JS,
and Express JS.

Experience with Responsive Web Design and Bootstrap.
A front-end developer expertise in Web Development, designing User Interface ( UI )
applications and professional web applications using HTML5, XHTML, CSS3, jQuery,
Angular JS, Ajax, JSON, Node JS and XML.
experienced in PHP, MySql, CodeIgniter Framework, with exposure to RDBMS, MVC,
Angular JS, and JQuery
Active user of Stackoverﬂow community
Stackoverﬂow proﬁle:
https://stackoverﬂow.com/users/9978535/sayed-mohd-ali
Linkedin proﬁle:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/syedali7866/
During my school days, I worked as a freelancer on ﬁverr - proﬁle:
https://www.ﬁverr.com/syedali7866

Education

Ambalika Institute of Management & Technology
B.tech in Information Technology • Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

07/2017

3.5 GPA, CGPA 7.5, 70.8%
Certiﬁcations & Achievements: Certiﬁcation in Mobile Application Development (Android) with A
Grade, Trainedge, Lucknow 2016
Participation Certiﬁcate in Robotics & Industrial Application, Ambalika
Institute of management & Technology, 2014

Skills
Git and Github
CSS, CSS3
Node.js
WordPress
Mean Stack
MongoDB
White Box and Black box Testing
Mathematical aptitude
English written
English communication
Object-Oriented Programming
SEO
Tutoring
Laravel
Oracle
Web sockets and socket clients

HTML, HTML5
PHP
REST API
MERN STACK
Express.js
Database and SQL
Problem-solving skills
Teamwork skills
Self-development skills to keep up to date
capable to work with advanced code editors
Linux
C
React Native
PostgreSQL
REST Web Services/RESTful APIs
JavaScript (jQuery, ionic, Angular, React,
TypeScript, Vue)

NPM and Composer

Experience

The Alpha Team

Full-Stack Developer • Bangalore, Karnataka
Design, develop and test HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, JavaScript, jQuery,
and node.js that meet accessibility and web browser standards for the
website.

01/2021 - Present

Designed CSS templates for use in all pages on the website working
with CSS Background, positioning, text, border, margin, padding, and
table.
Applied optimization techniques to reduce page size and load times to
enhance user experience using sprites.
Developed user interface by using Angular for SPA development.
Implemented Angular JS code to handle cross-browser compatibility
issues in Mozilla, IE 7, 8, 9, Safari, and FF.
Used Web services (SOAP and RESTful) for transmission of large
blocks of XML/JSON.
Worked on responsive design and developed a single ISOMORPHIC
responsive website that could be served to desktop, Tablets, and
mobile users using Angular.js and ionic.
.Worked with backend to optimize existing API calls to create
efﬁciencies by deprecating unneeded API calls.
Called the Restful web services calls for POST, PUT, DELETE and GET
methods.
Extensively used Git for version controlling and regularly pushed the
code to GitHub.
Extensively used debugging tools such as Firebug and Google chrome,
IE Dev tools to investigate the issues and ﬁx the bugs.

vstacks infotech pvt ltd

Full Stack Developer • Noida, Uttar Pradesh

11/2017 - 02/2021

Modify and edit existing code as per client requirement on company
products like ERP, CRM, HRMS, LMS, Warehouse, Inventory, and
Finance in LAMP stack. Managed, optimized, and updated PHP
databases as necessary.
work on real-time mobile applications using socket.io and WebSockets
in node.js and ionic.
Utilized MVC principals to ensure a clean architecture and a lean code
base for maximum. Developed full-stack web applications that
processed, analyzed and rendered data visually.
Gathered speciﬁcations from the project manager to create a feasible
workﬂow.
Presented solutions to the project manager when they want out of
scope issues to be solved.
Acted as the Go-To guy for technical problems in the team of analysts.
In addition, capture and implement designs created by the UI team,
add new functionality, enhancements, and improvements to the
overall website aesthetic.
I also edit & create WordPress templates and plugins, resolve complex
bugs reported by clients and testers.
Collaborate with the security team in case of any hack attempts.
Debugged and troubleshoot JavaScript code using tools such as
FireBug, Fiddler.

Chegg.com

Tutoring Teacher • Santa Clara, California
Tutored many students online who belong to different countries.
Link: https://www.chegg.com/tutors/online-tutors/SAYED-M-0084574/
Help students prepare for exams and quizzes.
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills.

12/2018 - 02/2021

Worked one-on-one to ensure the student's understanding of web
designing and development from the frontend to the backend.
Helped out with Data analysis, Software development, Technical
writing, and software programming architecture.
clear student concepts of computer science, HTML, CSS, databases,
SQL, JavaScript, Angular, Node.js and PHP

Topbestlist.in

Founder and Moderator • Lucknow, Uttar pradesh

02/2017 - 02/2021

I wrote good SEO-friendly content for the site which increased Web Trafﬁc
from 0 to 273,122 and helps out to reach Alexa World Rank from None to 3
lakhs, and Alexa India Rank to 24k within 3 Months. It helps me to generate
good revenue via Google Adsense and afﬁliate marketing.
Responsibilities Designing, Development, Search Engine Optimization, Social Media
Optimization, Social Media Marketing, and Promotion.
Achievements Earned $277.55 within 2 Months only from Google Adsense.
Domain Cost $ 9,521, According to mysitewealth.com

Languages
Hindi

English

